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Alexan Events Offers Furniture and Decor Rentals in Colorado

Date : Nov 6, 2017
Alexan Events has an extensive furniture and dÃ©cor rental inventory, on top of its wedding
planning services. Clients may choose from unique furniture and dÃ©cor items like vintage glass
and rustic hide furniture.

[ENGLEWOOD, 11/06/2017] â€” Alexan Events, a trusted provider of wedding planning services in
Colorado, has a large inventory of furniture and dÃ©cor that clients can rent for their wedding.
Clients may choose from a range of furniture and dÃ©cor items, which helps bring their wedding
vision into a reality.
Â
Supplying Stunning, One-of-a-Kind DÃ©cor Items
Â
Alexan Events has been collecting amazing and often unique dÃ©cor items over the last eight
years. Some of these items include giant lanterns, vintage glass, sheepskin rugs, and antler and
crystal chandeliers. The company is confident that clients will not find a more extensive catalog of
items to choose from anywhere in Colorado. In addition, since the Colorado-based provider serves
as the production company and designer for its clients, it uses its dÃ©cor inventory to come up with
unparalleled, exclusive events.
Â
Delivering Unique Furniture Pieces
Â
On top of the elegant dÃ©cor elements offered by the company, it has a huge collection of furniture
for lounges. Its inventory ranges from rustic hide furniture pieces to modern white leather furniture,
and everything in between. Apart from renting out furniture, it loves creating the ideal seating for its
clients and their guests.
Â
About Alexan Events
Â
Alexan Events takes pride in the fact that it does a lot more for its clients than the average wedding
stylist or florist. It believes that it is highly important that each wedding should be unique, intimate,
and personal. It commits to working tirelessly to ensure that clients will get the perfectly designed
event without sacrificing quality and with complete regard for privacy.
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Â
Additionally, the company has a vast experience in full wedding planning. It understands all the
aspects of the wedding planning process and assures that it will listen carefully to the clientsâ€™
wants and keep their special considerations in mind.
Â
Log on to http://www.alexanevents.com for more details.
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